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Nike SB and Fluff Magazine together recently in a book by Marcel Veldman Fluff SB Book palm mirror, the book collection of
wonderful photos published 12 Nike SB members in 19 European tour station set, the Nike SB is definitely one of the special
collections. In addition Nike SB will also take the opportunity to publish a pair of Fluxx Magazine x Nike SB Bruin, the entire pair of
grey suede uppers as the main body, to the Nike logo and heel with white canvas embellishment, and on the bottom of a Nike SB
pattern, in addition to the heel also has Fluff embroidery logo. A series of Fluff Magazine x Nike SB project in December 12th by the
when Trust Nobody opened the shop names in Barcelona Limited stores, there will be Magazine x Nike SB Bruin Fluff on Fluff SB
and Book, more details can be.
query to Nike Fluff on the SB website 

in addition to the much anticipated year-end focus, Air Jordan 11, "Space Jam", Jordan Brand will also bring another Air Jordan 1
High Ultra "Space Jam" around the theme of "space slam dunk". The design of the warm and strong wool with classic leather shoes
making boring, and joined in the ankle high socks "type" design, let the tongue and collar together, greatly enhancing the position of
the ankle joint degree. The details, Swoosh, sideways collar and tongue "wing" Logo "Jumpman" Logo in the blue and blue
decorative details, finally equipped with outer bottom echo the theme. It is reported that this pair of shoes will be on sale in December
3rd, priced at $150 U. S. dollars.
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